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This study investigated the host family experience,
specifically examining the goals of host families and
intercultural training of host fam i lies.

It compares the

the importance and accomplishment of goals between
interculturally trained host fa milies a n d unt r ained ho s t
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families.

The focus of the research addressed the following

research questions:
1>

Do host families who receive intercultural training

rate their goals differently than families who do not receive
intercultural training?
la>

Do host families who receive intercultural

training rate differently the goals in which the student
meets intra-family needs than families who do not receive
intercultural training?
2>

Do host families who receive intercultural training

report the level of accomplishment of their goals differently
than host families who do not receive intercultural training?
2a)

Do host families who receive intercultural

training report the level of accomplishment of goals
regarding cultural awareness differently than families who do
not receive intercultural training?
3)

To what extent is there a relationship between

trained host family ratings of importance and ratings of
accomplishment of goals?
3a)

To what extent is there a relationship between

untrained host family ratings of importance and ratings of
accomplishment of goals?
The study used a quasi-experimental design.
Subjects were 55 families who hosted Japanese students for
three to four weeks as part of
Training and Exchange).

of INTRAX <International

Twenty-four of the families
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received four hours of intercultural training.

Eighteen

trained host families and twenty untrained host families
completed the Fisher-Moore (1989> Host Family Goals
Questionnaire after the international student left the host
families' homes.
The results of the study show that ten goals hold
a high degree of importance and nine goals were rated to be
highly accomplished by both trained and untrained host
families.

However,

the study clearly shows that

there was virtually no significant statistical difference
between trained and untrained host families concerning the
importance or the level of accomplishment of goals.

Neither

did intra-family or cultural awareness goals show a
difference within each of the two groups, but both groups
reported that goals which emphasized cultural awareness were
rated overall to be more important.

Exploring the

association of importance and accomplishment within each of
the host family groups, untrained host families showed a
stronger relationship between goal

importance and the

reported level of goal accomplishment.

Looking specifically

at the ten goals which both groups rated to have high
importance, both groups reported a substantial association
between goal

importance and the level of goal accomplishment.

Overall,

the study does not support that there is an

association between intercultural training and the importance
and accomplishment of host family goals.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Since World War II millions of youth and host family
members have exchanged the pleasure and challenge of
establishing interpersonal friendship.

This world-wide

educational endeavor captivates the attention of research,
but most of it is directed toward the experience of the
sojourner, not the host family.
Systematic research describing the general nature of
the host family experience has been lacking in the field at
large (Grove,

1984).

Little effort has been focused towards

understanding the goals of host families,

the impact of

intercultural contact upon host families,

or the effect of

intercultural training upon host families.
The purpose of this thesis is to further
the host family experience.

investigate

It specifically examines the

goals of host families and intercultural training of host
families by examining the extant literature on intercultural
exchange and, utilizing a quasi-experimental design,
reports on the comparison of goals between interculturally
trained host families and untrained host families.
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In the following pages of this chapter, the
literature which discusses intercultural exchange will be
reviewed for the purpose of establishing a basis to conduct

\

The literature is divided into four

exploratory research.
1) goals,

sections:

2>

intercultural contact,

3> necessity of intercultural training,

and 4) format of

intercultural training.
Goals
One commentator <Rhinesmith,

1985) has identified the

goals of international exchange as 1)

international

understanding for peace, 2> acquisition of skills and
knowledge, and 3)

the transfer of technological and

professional expertise.

Kelman (1962) further contends that

international exchange proposes to create goodwill.
Torrey and Wheeler (1988) also support that host families,
as perceived by BOY. of agencies, participate in order to act
as goodwill ambassadors and to gain foreign exposure.
However, Fisher-Moore (1989) questions whether the
underlying assumption is warranted that these established
goals are relevant for both the sojourner and the host
family.

She is currently exploring what goals and

priorities host families hold, and if these goals and
priorities are reflective of the exchange goals expressed
in literature.
The literature on the goals of host families is
ambiguous.

An investigation of goals from the host family

3

perspective will identify the reasons for their participation
in international exhange.
JD}§IfY1}YI~1
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Several researchers concur that intercultural contact
has an impact upon the host.

Paige <1983> states:

The almost exclusive concern with the effects of
the dominant culture upon the sojourner has led
most theoreticians and researchers to ignore the
reverse side of the intercultural contact equation:
the influence of the sojourner upon the
host culture. (p. 102>
Directing attention only to the sojourner neglects an
exploration of the extensive impact that intercultural
representatives create upon the host community.

Bochner

<1982> exhorts researchers to adopt a systematic approach to
contact phenomenon.

We should ask,

has the host community changed?"

"To what extent,

<p. 24>.

if any,

Unidirectional

research towards the newcomer discounts that those
individuals also impact their surroundings.
However, Brislin (1981> stresses that not all
intercultural contact reduces hostility or develops favorable
attitudes.

Pool

<1965) agrees:

But there is good reason to suspect that the net
impact of the ordinary traveler on his host, like
the impact of his host on the traveler, is primarily to increase the complexity and differentiation of the images held.
The consequence is
undoubtedly sometimes favorable, sometimes regressive toward the middle, as well as sometimes unfavorable. <p. 119>
Hanvey (1979) also concurs in noting that contact does not
automatically lead to understanding:

"There must be
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readiness to respect and accept, a capacity to participate.
That participation must be reinforced by rewards that matter
to the participant"

<p. 51>.

Investigation of the impact of intercultural contact
on host families has been initiated by Lowe, Askling,
and Bates <1984).
1>

increased interest and understanding in cultural

differences,
3>

They suggest four dimensions of impact:

2> formation of intimate relationships,

increased concern about world issues, and 4) host

participation in national foreign affairs.

These support

the international exchange goals suggested by Rhinesmith
<1985> which are stated earlier in this chapter.
Paige (1983) also views intercultural contact as
providing opportunities for
and relations.

intercultural communication

He says:

From these opportunities can emerge new knowledge
about oneself and others <cognitive learning),
a higher level of global knowledge (cognitive
learning), empathy and a greater appreciation of
the aspirations of others (affective learning>,
and new behavioral repertoires for functioning
in intercultural communication situations (behavioral learning>. <p. 106>
Acknowledging that contact does create impact,
intercultural researchers cite the significance of
international exchange.

One issue surfaces:

contact

does not assure· mutual understanding.
lQt~c~~lt~c~l lc~LQLQ~~

~~~~~~Lt~
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The field of cross-cultural training is formally
less than 20 years old <Martin,

1986>.

However,

the
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significance of intercultural training is stated by Josef
Mestenhauser:
In addition we believe that orientation should
be discussed within an international context,
because the participation of foreign scholars
is crucial to the orientation of their nationals
before coming to the U.S. and to the orientation
of U.S. students before going to travel, study,
and work in their countries. (cited in Martin,
1 986' p • 103)
Recognizing the need for intercultual orientation for
sojourners is firmly established.

However, the literature

on this topic reveals that little research has explored the
effect of training the host.
Several authors and agencies nevertheless affirm the
practice of extending training to host communities.
instance,

For

Triandis (1977> directs attention to the

question of who should be trained--only the visitor or
also his/her counterparts?
Following this line of thought, one of the key
assertions of the Youth Exchange Homestay Study for the
United States Information Agency is that orientation,
preparation, and ongoing support are vital to quality
homestays <Torey & Wheeler,

1988>.

The unique resource,

~~~t E~~LL~ ~~c~L~~L ~Lt~ ~ ~~L~~ f~c ~~~CL~~Q
E~~LLL~~'

Host

reinforces the need of orientation for host

families <King & Huff, 1985>.

Among a list of questions that

are proposed for the host family to ask while selecting an
exchange agency, guideline ten suggests the host family
inquire whether special services are provided for hosts when
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deciding to host a student:

"Are there orientation

opportunities and literature to prepare the family and
provide practical guidance?"
The U.S.

<King & Huff,

1985, p.

106).

Information Agency (1983) prints regulations

to be followed by programs who receive student J-Visa
documentation through the government.
includes regulation number 8

This volume

<summarized>:

Orientation for Hosts:
Orientation must also be
provided to host families in advance of the student's arrival.
Each host family should be well
briefed on the family and cultural patterns of
the foreign student's country.
Each family should
also be apprised of potential problems in hosting
and provided with suggestions on how to cope
with normal adjustment problems. Cp. 21>
Pusch

<1981) maintains that training is necessary in

order to initiate contact with confidence and maintain
insight and skill so both the person in transition and those
he encounters will

learn more, enjoy more, and pursue still

deeper relationships.

She addresses visitor involvement

training:
Training for visitor involvement is designed
especially for volunteers, including host
families, community program coordinators,
fieldwork placement personnel, and students
who volunteer to assist new foreign students.
Volunteers learn and practice specific ways
to enable foreign students and visitors to
become constructively involved in activities,
organizations, and families in their communities. (p. 75)
Grove (1982\ states that there

i~

little

disagreement that host family members should receive an
orientation program.

As Director of Research for the
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American Foreign Service,

International, he asserts that

probably fewer than a majority of hosts actually participate
in thorough or extensive sessions.

Many hosts are merely

sent a handbook which they may or may not read at their
leisure.

Such materials concentrate on practical and

emergency procedures, smooth mutual adjustment of the family
and student, and the intercultural

learning benefits that

are possible for the participating host family.
Grove and Hansel
orientation document.

(1987) are currently updating an
A goal of their Integrated

Orientation Project, originating in 1982,

is to develop a

model orientation program that coordinates and interrelates
the information provided to students, natural families,
host families.

and

All phases of the homestay will be

addressed: pre-departure, during-the-sojourn, and
post-return.

Again,

the difficult aspect surfaced that many

prospective hosts were unable or unwilling to attend
sessions and thus required a modest-length training document
be mailed to them.
An interactive educational and training format,
Intercultural Communication Workshop,
Scalzi and Spring (1975)

the

is advocated by

to train host families.

Specific

objectives suggest using the workshop to improve "foreign
student-host family relations"

(p. 58).

The literature includes numerous assertions which
support orienting and training host families.

However,
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there is little research that explores to what extent
intercultural training influences the host family experience.
JD~§I~~1~~r~1 Ir~lDlDBl
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This final section of the literature review provides a
basis which clarifies the nature and content of intercultural
training for host families.

Janet Bennett (1986> suggests

that the effective intercultural trainer clarifies the
nature of training, examines the potentials and pitfalls
of the training environment, and grounds the practice of
training in theory.

The following three facets are

discussed to establish the nature,
theory of training:
goals, and

the content, and the

1> training terminology,

2)

training

3> training design.

In 1984 researchers and practitioners at the
University of Minnesota initiated an evaluation of
intercultural training.

They hosted the conference,

"Cross-Cultural Orientation: Theories, Practices, Problems,
and Solutions."

Josef Mestenhauser,

leader of these efforts,

expressed the following objectives: to clarify what
orientation means, how its activities should be sequenced,
what outcomes should be presented, how programs should be
coordinated, and who might best conduct certain types of
programs <cited in Martin,

1986, p.

Kohls (1987) and Bennett

103).

(1986) clarify what

orientation means by distinguishing the terminology
which is used in the intercultural field.

According to
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Kohls, briefing is the most selective form of orientation
whose purpose is to provide background in a concise and
focused format.

Batchelder <1978> defines orientation as

that which proposes to acquaint with the existing situation
or environment.

Its aim, according to Kohls,

is to orient

a person to new circumstances or ideas by listing do's and
don'ts and addressing survival phrases.

Bennett succinctly

characterizes orientation as the "who, what, when, and
where."

However,

the "how".

training pushes beyond and entertains

It includes a skills approach, with the end

goals involving behavior.

Objectives are stated and

measured at the end of this practical, results-oriented
learning.

Bennett advocates that the "why" is addressed by

the educational perspective.

This equips the trainee not

only to demonstrate skill, but to be able to reframe
experience within new environments in order to pursue
inquiry.
Paige and Martin <1983> describe training goals as
"critical variables" because they affect the process and the
effects of training.

Vague, ambiguous goals do not provide

the direction that is needed for effective training.
concur with Triandis <1977>

They

that training addresses

cognitive, affective and behavioral goals.

<Cognitive

concerns analysis or the interpretation of occurring events;
affective concerns the emotions which are elicited by
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particular external factors;
actual

and behavioral concerns the

behavior that one performs.>

Training format

incorporates two components:

1) content, culture-general vs. culture-specific <Triandis,
1977; Bennett, 1986) and 2> process, experiential vs.
intellectual models <Bennett,

1986).

Bennett delineates

which approaches address each of these components:
-Orientation addresses the cognitive and behavioral,
includes culture-specific, and utilizes the
intellectual process.
-Training addresses the affective and behavioral;
includes culture-specific, and utilizes the
experiential process.
-Education addresses the cognitive, affective, and
behavioral, includes culture-specific and culturegeneral, and utilizes the experiential and
intellectual processes. Cp. 121>
Bennett <1986) summarizes the body of literature which
includes the following five training models:

intellectual,

area training, self-awareness, cultural awareness, and
multidimensional model.

She devised the 'Intercultural

Programming Grid' which maps different training approaches.
Assuming that all training attempts behavioral goals,
her grid focuses on two questions:

"Does the program focus

on culture-general or cultu1-e-specific goals?" and "Does
the program attempt primarily cognitive or affective
goals?"

<pp.

129-30).

Her design is congruent with Triandis'

<1977> conceptual frame of training which emphasizes
cognitive, affective, and behavioral goals and
differentiates culture-general from culture-specific.
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The strength of Bennett's grid is the categorization
of training events.

It offers a model for devising

intercultural training.

Bennett explains:

-Programs which have as their primary focus
culture-specific content and affective goals
are placed in Quadrant A, and include area
simulations, bicultural workshops, and culturespecific events.
-Programs which have culture-specific content,
but primarily cognitive goals are placed in
Quadrant B, and include assimilators, university
models, Kraemer's cultural self-awareness,
language learning, and area studies conceptual
models.
-Programs placed in quadrant C stress affective
goals and culture-general content and include
T-groups, role-plays, culture-general ICW's, and
culture-general simulations.
-Programs placed in quadrant D stress cognitive
goals and culture-general content and include
intercultural communication courses, culturegeneral curriculum, and "learning how to learn"
methodology. Cp. 130)
Bennett advocates that by carefully planning content and
process while balancing affective and cognitive goals and
integrating culture-general with culture-specific, a
trainer effectively equips intercultural

learners.

Paige and Martin <1983> underscore the importance of
the trainer utilizing an informed scheme of sequencing the
training activities.

They differentiate each learning

activity according to its demand of behavioral requirement,
its learning domains, and the degree of personal risk
associated with the activity.

Cognitively-oriented and

lower personal risk activity precede the affective,
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behavioral and higher risk events.

Paige and Martin (1983>

maintain that debriefing training is just as critical as

goal planning.

It connects the learning event and the

participant's reactions to a conceptual perspective.
objectives of debriefing are:

Four

to minimize rationalization

of behavior, to reduce negative emotional responses, to
reduce resistance to learning, and to assist understanding
and application.

Debriefing must be facilitated when

cognitive orientations are challenged, affective learning
is encouraged and new values are brought to awareness.
Bennett <1985> suggests that an example of a cultural
awareness training model
Bennett>

(one of the five models reviewed by

is the Intercultural Workshop .

Clarke ( 1971 >

designates the goals of this training format:
While cultural awareness, or awareness of cultural
differences in terms of values, customs, and behaviors which affect human relations, is a principal
aim of the workshop, it is also concerned with
understanding the effects of these differences on
intercultural communication and cross-cultural
relations ... aims to stimulate respect for and appreciation of cultural differences as valuable
in themselves and as the starting point for communication rather than barriers. <cited in
Pedersen and Hoopes, 1975, p. 90)
Bennett <1985> summarizes the workshop's goals as
recognition of cultural differences, analysis of the role of
values in communication, appreciation of differences, and
improvement of intercultural problem-solving skills.
Brislin, Landis, and Brandt

<1983>

list ten empirical

studies which research the effects of intercultural training,
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categorizing them as cognitive, affective, or behavioral.
Cognitive results included understanding of host country,
decrease in stereotypes about hosts, complex thinking about
cultures, and an increase in world-mindedness.

Affective

changes in reactions were associated with greater enjoyment
with hosts and good working relationships.

Finally, changes

in people's behavior resulted in better interpersonal
relationships, better adjustment to life, greater ease
interacting with hosts, and setting and achieving goals for
interpersonal relationships with hosts.
This review offers a basis for designing format
training.

Bennett's grid and Triandis'

training components

identify which training activities will offer a complete
process of learning issues.

Paige and Martin outline the

effective sequencing of training activites.

More

specifically, The Intercultural Workshop embraces the
development of cultural awareness which is endorsed as
a training program goal by Pusch (1981).
SUMMARY
Intercultural exchange literature lists perceived
goals and states that intercultural contact has an impact
on both the sojourner and the host.

It also supports

training the intercultural sojourner.
However, goals of host families have not been
investigated.

Nor has intercultural training for host
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families been examined.

Given the likelihood that the

impact of intercultural contact may be both negative and
positive, depending upon conditions of both situational and
personal nature <Amir & Garti,

1977),

intercultural training

merits consideration for both the host and the international
guest.
This study proposes to further the investigation of
the hast family experience.

It focuses on the goals of

American host families and intercultural training for
American host families.
The following section presents the research
questions which this study addresses.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of this thesis is to l l

investigate the

importance and accomplishment of goals of host families and
to 2) explore if there is an association between host family
goals and intercultural training.
The following research questions provided the focus
for this study:
1)

Do host families who receive intercultural

training rate their goals differently than families who
do not receive intercultural training?
lal

Do host families who receive intercultural

training rate differently the goals in which the student
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meets intra-family needs than families who do not receive
intercultural training?
2)

Do host families who receive intercultural

training report the level of accomplishment of their goals
differently than host families who do not receive
intercultural training?
2a>

Do hast families who receive intercultural

training report the level of accomplishment of goals
regarding developing cultural awareness differently than
families who do not receive intercultural training?
3)

To what extent is there a relationship between

trained host family ratings of importance and ratings of
accomplishment of goals?
3a)

To what extent is there a relationship between

untrained hast family ratings of importance and ratings of
accomplishment of goals?
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Five terms are central to this paper, necessitating
definition.

They are hamestay, hast family,

intercultural

training, cultural awareness, and intra-family needs.
1•

Hamestay:

full-time residence by a sojourner in

the home of a hast family.

A sense of being completely

immersed in the culture develops as the visitor is
considered by the hast family members to be an actively
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functioning member of their family (see Grove & Hansel,
King and Huff (1985) distinguish the homestay

1987) .

visitor as someone different from a boarder, houseguest,
visiting neighborhood friend, or live-in help.
Participating in the family's normal day-to-day activities
and discussions, the visitor learns about the family's
values, beliefs, outlook, and historical roots. Over time
and with continued involvement, the visitor usually develops
a strong friendship with family members, a relationship of
deep caring, and high mutual regard.

The experience

continues for a significant duration of time, from three
weeks to as long as a year

<Grove & Hansel,

1987;

Lowe,

Askling, & Bates, 1984).

2.

Host Family:

national families who provide room

and board to international

individuals for the purpose of

cultural and interpersonal exchange <King & Huff,
Representing a cross-section of occupations,

1985>.

income levels,

ethnic groups and ages, host families may or may not have
children living at home.

Grove (1981) confirms the variety

of the demographic characteristics of host families,

"They

are located in medium-sized cities, affluent suburbs, small
towns, and isolated rural areas"
3.

Intercultural Training:

p.

3) •

Pusch (1981> states:

In any case, the purpose of a cross-cultural
training program is to provide a 'functional
awareness' of the cultural dynamic present in
intercultural relations and assist trainees
in becoming more 'effective' in cross-cultural
situations.
Therefore, learning must occur at
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more than an intellectual level and skills
must be practiced so they become a practical
resource for the trainees. Cp. 73)
In addition, Bennett (1986) specifies that a trainer must
carefully build an intercultural training program:

content

must be balanced with process, culture-specific balanced
with culture-general, and cognitive balanced with affective.
4.

Cultural Awareness:

" ... awareness of cultural

differences in terms of values, customs, and mores which
affect human relations"

<Clarke and Hoopes,

1975, p. 61 >.

Cultural awareness training is invaluable in all training
programs because it increases trainees' consciousness of the
influence of culture on thinking and behaving

(Pusch,

1981).

It is designed not only for cultural self-awareness but
also for understanding the inherent perceptual systems
which influence the thinking and acting practiced by
cultures.
5.

Intra-family Needs:

a generic term which

refers to goals that address strengthening the family
relationship regardless of the fact that the guest is an
intercultural representative.

An example of an

intra-family need is "To strengthen our marriage."
FORMAT
The format for this thesis consists of the following
four chapters:
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Chapter I presents an introduction to the thesis which
includes the purpose of the study,

the research questions,

definition of terms, and this format.

The content and

methodology of the intercultural training conducted for host
families is also introduced through a review of relevant
literature in this chapter.
Chapter II presents the quasi-experimental
methodology including a description of the questionnaire.
The design of the study, methods of analysis, and training
format are discussed.
Chapter III presents and discusses the study's results
of frequency tests, T-testing, and Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation.
Chapter IV presents a conclusion which discusses
the implications and limitations of this thesis.

CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF DESIGN
PURPOSE
As stated in Chapter One,

the purpose of this study

is to investigate the host family experience.

Specifically,

this study focuses on goals of host families and the impact
of intercultural training on host families.

The selected

literature was researched to establish the goals and to
establish training methods.
This study's research proposition asserts that goals
of interculturally trained host families differ from goals
of untrained host families.

Secondly,

it asserts that goal

accomplishment of interculturally trained host families
differs from goal accomplishment of untrained host families.
The study utilizes a quasi-experimental design.
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

B§E§~E~~ ~§E]9~

This study employed the static-group comparison, a
form of pre-experimental design <Campbell & Stanley, 1963).
A group of host families who received intercultural training
was compared with a group of host families who did not
receive training.

Randomization was not possible with
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these pre-selected and available groups.

Therefore,

association patterns were explored, not causal relationships.
The research questions listed in Chapter I direct attention
toward investigating if there is an association between
intercultural training and host families' perceived
importance of their goals and their perceived level of
accomplishment of their goals.
T-tests were used to assess differences between the
two groups by testing how each group differed in perceiving
goal

importance and accomplishment.

was set at

.01.

The significance level

This more conservative level was set

recognizing that running tests on 43 variables risks
obtaining false positives.

Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation was used to assess to what degree intercultural
training interrelated with perceived importance and
accomplishment of goals.
E~r~l~l2~D~~

Subjects for this study consisted of American host
families who opened their homes to Japanese students as
part of INTRAX

<International Training and Exchange>.

The host families were recruited by two program
coordinators-neither of whom had previously directed
a homestay program.

Both programs were held within the

Portland-Beaverton, Oregon, vicinity.

Each group held

conversational English classes in the mornings, arranged
sight-seeing opportunites three times each week, conducted
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a logistical-information pre-briefing, distributed an
orientation booklet, and concluded the homestay with an
evening

§~Y9DQE~

party.

None of the host families received

remuneration for the exchange.
The first program included 20 families, recruited by
a

coordinator who utilized neighborhood contacts, community

newspaper ads and bulletin boards, community college and
high school newsletters, and church bulletins.

The families

hosted female Japanese high school students for three weeks.
These host families did not receive intercultural training.
During the homestay,

the hosts received a weekly memo to

remind them of logistical details.
The second program included 30 families,

recruited by

a coordinator who contacted four church communities.

They

hosted male or female Japanese college students for four
Each family was contacted weekly by phone for

weeks.

trouble-shooting and received a brief newsletter from the
coordinator advising of logistical reminders and selected
student-family scenarios.

Throughout the homestay, much

family interchange occurred.

Families consistently invited

one of the other Japanese students on their family-guest
outings.
Twenty-four of the families from the second program
participated in four hours of intercultural training.
subjects were classifed as the trained group.

These

The untrained

group consisted of six families from the second program and
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all twenty families from the first program who did not attend
the training session.
l~~lDlD9 ~~~bg9gJg9y

This researcher developed and conducted the
intercultural training program for the host families, basing
it on the training literature summarized earlier.
(1986)

Bennett's

Intercultural Programming Grid states cognitive,

affective, and behavioral goals that were addressed during
the training.

Paige's and Martin's (1983) sequential

training theory determined the multidimensional approach
<Bennett,

1986> to the four hour training session.

Intercultural Workshop

(Clarke,

1971 & Bennett,

The

1985)

training format provided material and training exercises.
The seven sections of the training program are described
below.
~~~~l~ QQ~~

~c~~~c~lQlQ~ ~~~~l~Q ~~~~lQ~·

Each host

family received, two weeks in advance of the training
session,

two articles to read.

Barna's <1985) article,

"Stumbling Blocks in Intercultural Communication,"
discusses the intercultural concept that acknowledgement of
difference is a prerequisite for

intercultural understanding.

Barna proposes to equip intercultural learners to identify
and develop an appreciation of difference--an unsettling
dynamic which counters embracing similarity.

Similarly,

the article by Stewart, Danielian, and Foster

<1969),

"Cultural Assumptions and Values", begins to orient the
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trainee to anticipate a hidden,

little publicized,

orientation which affects how individuals perceive the
world.

The article also draws the reader's attention to

how they differ in these perspectives which are steeped
in the values that their culture dominantly shapes.
This module addresed culture-general, cognitive goals
and sequentially ranks as a

low risk training activity,

using the intellectual process.
Module Two:

Introduction Session.

The trainer

established an environment in which participants could begin
to develop trust with one another and the training
facilitator.

The host families introduced themselves and

expressed either one goal-oriented item that they especially
held for the upcoming homestay or one anxiety-producing
issue.

This acquainted the facilitator with information

that was utilized to connect host family perceptions and
intercultural concepts during the training.

The overall

training schedule was presented and participants were invited
to add any additional

items they wanted to address during

this session.
This second module primarily addressed affective goals
by inviting participation in sharing and directing the
training schedule.

Cognitive, culture-general elements were

addressed as the participants were told what the afternoon
was going to include.

Low to medium risk participation was

involved during the experiential process.
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A short lecture

Y~JY§ Qrl§D~~~lgD.

IbI§§l

reviewed value orientations and ethnocentrism, both of which
were discussed at length in the pre-training reading.

The

facilitator and an associate demonstrated an
American/Contrast American role play.

After this

observational exercise, trainees were invited to state
contrasting value orientations that they had identified, and
later in the discussion they speculated on potential
communication problems.

The last segment of this module

contrasted American-Japanese value orientations and
briefly explored scenarios that host families and the
Japanese student might experience because of differing
values.

Immediate application of training material

increased the training session's credibility.
This third module focused on cognitive goals.
Identifying the American value orientation as a mutual cause
for communication misunderstanding,
affective reflection.

it also stimulated

It began with a focus on culture-

general material but expanded to both American and
Japanese culture-specific.

Participants experienced a

low risk activity.
~~~~l~ t~~CL

~~~l~~t~~~ ~~~C~~~~~-

Trainees

were shown unfamiliar Japanese artifacts and asked to comment
on them.

This exercise demonstrated the natural tendency

individuals exhibit towards evaluating an object or action
without first describing or interpreting it in context.

This
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description-interpretation-evaluation exercise equipped
the intercultural learners with a tool for

interacting

and reflecting upon the Japanese students' comments and
behavior.

Scenarios of host family-Japanese student

encounters were examined which provided opportunity to
apply this three step process.
Cognitive and behavioral goals implemented the design
of this training session.

Each trainee participated in the

exercise, calling for medium risk-taking.

Culture-specific

application took priority.
~29~1§
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A simulation which intertwined two cultures

was facilitated.

Each participant enacted one of the

prescribed cultural task roles.

The main objective of this

exercise was to sensitize the American host families to
respect the Japanese religious values,

to become aware of

culture shock, and to sense the significance and demanding
effort of learning the language of another culture to
enhance mutual communication.
part during this segment.

Debriefing played an integral

Not only did it diffuse some

negativity, but the debriefing connected intercultural
understanding to sensitive interpersonal skills.
All three goals--affective, cognitive, and behavioral-were addressed during this high risk, experiential encounter.
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Culture-general material preceded culture-specific
application.
Module Six:

Administrative Details.

--------------

-------

The last

session of this training explained the exchange program
logistics and answered many detailed questions raised by the
host families.

It gave the training facilitator opportunity

to take on the role of program coordinator and clarify
calendar items and the pronounciation of students' names.
This last interactive session primarily focused on
cognitive goals, yet it also alleviated anxiety of host
families who needed to know last minute details.

It also

shifted some responsibility to host families which gave them
impetus to interact further with other hosts.
purposefully formatted as a

It was

low risk, experiential activity

to close the afternoon.
Module Seven:

~~~t~tc~lQlQq ~~~~lQq.

Culture-

specific materials were distributed to the host families.
The Japanese Culturgram,

lists of suggested menu items, and a

sheet of Japanese expressions were given to the hosts.

These

materials were prefaced with a remark that not all of this
material was going to succinctly apply to each Japanese
student.

It was emphasized that these were simply guidelines

to act as conversational prompters with the Japanese student.
The seven modules were designed to include the
training methodolgy which intercultural training literature
adovcates.

The nature of the goals,

the content of the
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material, and the process of the program were identified
according to Bennett's Intercultural Programming Grid.
Each module was carefully sequenced to align with Paige's
and Martin's delineated risk level.
]D.?.!EY.!!l§D.!~.!l.9D

The Fisher-Moore <1989> Host Family Goals
Questionnaire <Parent/Guardian) was distributed to
participating host families

<see Appendix A>.

This

evaluation questionnaire asked participants to assess the
importance and accomplishment of forty-three possible hosting
goals on anchored seven-interval scales with "one"
indicating not important/not at all accomplished and "seven"
indicating very important/accomplished to a great extent.
Example questions are illustrated:
As a host family member, how important was it for
you:
To provide companionship for your child?
A> not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
B> not at all
1 2
3 4 5 6
7

to a great extent

Fisher-Moore <1989) has examined the extent to which
goals stated in international exchange literature are
congruent with host family goals.

The questionnaire served

as a measurement instrument in her study.
To address the specific concerns of the present study,
the Fisher-Moore questions were organized into the two
classifications of Cultural Awareness and Intra-family
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Needs.

The reason for doing this was to explore a

possibility not found in the literature, which was that
interculturally trained host families and untrained host
families might rate differently the importance or the level
of accomplishment of goals which addressed cultural
awareness from those that addressed intra-family needs.
researcher did not feel

The

there was enough evidence to assume

directionality.
Intra-family goals included the questions (numbered
according to the questionnaire>:
#5: bringing the family closer;
#6: strengthening the host marriage;
#7: experiencing parenting;
#8: experiencing parenting a boy or girl;
#9: re-establishing youth contact;
#10: providing companionship for child/ren;
#11: pleasing children who initiated hosting;
#12: providing student as role model for children.
Each of these Intra-family Needs goals addresses
strengthening the family relationship regardless of the
fact that the guest is an intercultural representative.
Cultural Awareness goals included questions <numbered
according to the questionnaire>:
#1: establishing a long-term relationship with someone
from another culture;
#2: having children interact with a representative of
another culture;
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#3:

interacting with a representative of a specific
culture;

#4: sharing the family's lifestyle with someone from
another culture;
#23: having an educational experience by hosting;
#24: achieving understanding of another culture;
#28: sensitizing guest to own cultural identity;
#34: changing family views of other cultures;
#35: gaining guest's perception of America;
#36: showing the good things about your values and the
American way of life to an intercultural guest;
#37: developing support for American politics;
#39: having an intercultural experience;
#40:

increasing intercultural knowledge for the
welfare of humanity;

#41:

increasing guest's intercultural knowledge for
the welfare of humanity;

#42: promoting international understanding and goodwill
among the world as a contribution to peace.
Each of the Cultural Awareness goals denotes cultural
difference as a dynamic component of the goal.
Procedures
This researcher conducted all aspects of the research.
The subjects were told that not only was the research to be
used for a Master's degree thesis but that it could be used
to revise host family orientation programs.

It was verbally

acknowledged and reiterated on paper that their responses
would remain confidential and that in no way would their
participation in completing the questionnaire influence
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their future involvement in exchange programs.

Results of

the research were guaranteed to be made available to
families who indicated interest in receiving the
information.
During each program's logistical pre-briefing meeting,
the host families were told that after their hosting
experience they would be invited to participate in research.
Each volunteer would be given at the end of their hosting
experience a questionnaire to complete,

indicating hosting

goals and perceived goal accomplishment.

It was not

mentioned to the untrained host audience that they would be
compared to interculturally trained hosts.
Group A,

trained host families, chose which of two

training sessions they would attend.
long and held on Sunday afternoon.

Each was four hours
Junior high and older

children were invited to participate in the training.
As stated before in this chapter, twenty-four families
participated in the training.

Group 8, untrained host

families, attended either a logistical-information
pre-briefing or received the information in the mail.
During the last two or three days of the hosting
commitment, each program provided a

§EY9~9EE

party.

Host families were invited to attend with the Japanese
students.

During each of these events,

the researcher

distributed the questionnaire to voluntary host family
adults (children did not complete the instrument).

Each
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participant signed an informed consent form and received a
stamped and pre-addressed return envelope and a written set

of instructions.

During the following six weeks, 87% of

the 74 distributed questionnaires were returned.
The questionnaire data were coded within two
groups for statistical analysis.

Group A consisted of host

families of which both adults attended the intercultual
training.

Group B consisted of host families in either

program of which both adults did not participate in the
intercultural training sessions.

Single parent and

single adult host questionnaires constituted a host family
unit in both groups.

In order to maintain consistency in

this research of the usage of the term 'host family', which
refers to the family entity as a whole rather than to
individuals of each family, spouses' questionnaire data were
averaged and entered as a host family;

single parent's or

single adult's data were considered a host family unit.

The

advantages and disadvantages of this procedure are discussed
in the Limitations section of Chapter Four.

SUMMARY
This exploratory study was pursued using the design of
static-group comparison.
questionnaire,

Using the Fisher-Moore written

the responses of interculturally trained host

families were compared to untrained host families.

The

importance and accomplishment of goals were analyzed by
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t-tests.

Pearson Product-Moment Correlation assessed the

extent to which intercultural training and perceived
importance and accomplishment of goals were interrelated.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The research design chosen to analyze the data focused
on exploring the issues of whether there is a difference
between the perceived importance and accomplishment of goals
of interculturally trained and untrained host families,

and

whether there is an association between intercultural training
and the perceived importance and accomplishment of host
family goals.

The data are presented in terms of the specific

research questions.
IMPORTANCE OF GOALS

B§.?!:!l..t.?

This portion of the study examines interculturally
trained and untrained host families'

ratings of importance

of goals for participating in an intercultural exchange.
1.

Do host families who receive intercultural training

rate their goals differently than families who do not receive
intercultural training?
Table I displays the means, standard deviations, and
significance levels of difference for the trained and
untrained host families' ratings evaluating the importance
of the 43 goals stated on the questionnaire.

Only one goal
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TABLE I
MEAN RATINGS OF GOAL IMPORTANCE BY
TRAINED AND UNTRAINED GROUPS
Goal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Establish long-term relationship
Children interact with guest
Interact with specific culture
Share family's lifestyle
Bring family closer
Strengthen marriage
Experience parenting
Experience parenting boy or girl
Re-establish child-youth contact
Companionship for children
Please children
Positive role model for children
Add to family income
Provide household help
Add childcare for own child
Establish travel contact
Develop personally
Develop family personally
Develop guest personally
Re-live exchange experience
Have fun
Satisfy hosting curiosity
Educate self
Understand another culture
Practice foreign language
Help guest learn English
Aid guest's ed. development
Sensitize guest to cul. identity
Learn about heritage
Share community hosting
Help program coordinator
Gain community self-recognition
Risk unpredictable challenge
Change family views of cultures
Get guest's percept'n of America
Show American values/way of life
Develop support for politics
Practice religious principles
Experience intercul. exchange
Get knowledge for human welfare
Guest's knowledge-human welfare
Promote intern'! goodwill/peace
Aid a less developed society

Trained
Mean SD
N=18

Untrained Sig.
Mean SD Level
N=20

4.69 0.75

4.25
5.57
4.73
5.60
4.11
1.33
3.83
2.63
4.00
2.23
1 . 96
2.75
0.96
1.05
1.00
2.95
3. 95
3.92
5.25
3.44
5 . 35
3.08
5. 15
5. 40
2.90
3.85
4.55
2.68
1 . 29
2.90
4.03
2.29
3.78
3.95
3 • 70
5.05
2.45
4.08
5.73
4.25
4.20
4.38
2.00

4. 96 1. 56

5.00
5.83
3.81
2.17
3.50
2.88
2.83
2.19
2.07
2.67
0.93
1. 06
1.00
2.39
4.69
3.84
5.71
1 • 64
5.00
3.53
5.47
5.67
3.14
4. 11
4.75

1.60
0.89
1.41
1.13
2.53
2.00
1.86
1.10
1.54
1.44
0.26

3. 1 7

1. 26

1.08
3.64
4.47
1 . 78
4.03
3.62
4.56
5.03
2.67
6.17
5.56
4.50
4.56
4.75
2.50

0.79
1.77
1.65
1 . 11
1.56
1.59
1.71
1.69
1.36
0.87
1.07
1.45
1.24
1.56
1.96

0. 1 7

0.35
1.41
1.43
1.73
0.92
1 • 21
1.25
1.97
0.87
0.96
1.74
1. 6L

1.72

1.28
1.29
0.97
0.77
1.91
0.59
1.92
1.62
2.83
1.59
1 . 85
1.94
0.14
0.22
0.00
1.86
1 . 69
1.89
1.80
2.85
1 . 34
1.76
1 . 28
1 • 21
1.63
1.96
1.96
1.94
1 . 57
1.73
2.45
1.64
1.74
2.27
1 • 46
1.54
1.69
2.54
1.12
2.08
2.08
1.96
1.57

.207
.278
.520
.393
.616
.017
.809
.787
.432
.947
. 895
.913
.728
.894
1.00
.305
. 154
.901
.353
.075
. 4 12
.463
. 374
. 459
.664
.658
.742
.378
. 652
.202
.533
.276
.642
.615
. 1 05
.966
.669
.002
.637
.680
.532
.521
.414
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"To put your religious principles into practice"
tested significant <p=.002>.

(#38)

The significance of this one

difference is questionable, since it may reflect the
religious disposition of host families recruited from church
communities for one of the programs.

Overall,

the results

strongly show that trained host families do not rate their
goals differently than host families who have not received
intercultural training.
la.

Do host families who receive intercultural

training rate differently the goals in which the student
meets intra-family needs than families who do not receive
intercultural training?
The questionnaire included host family goals which
addressed strengthening the family relationship regardless
of the fact that the guest was an intercultural
representative.

Looking specifically at these goals which

are listed below as Intra-family,

there is no difference

indicated between trained and untrained host families in
the ratings of goal

importance.

These goals included:

#5: bringing the family closer;
#6:

strengthening the host marriage;

#7: experiencing parenting;
#8: experiencing parenting a boy or girl;
#9: re-establishing youth contact;
#10: providing companionship for children;
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#11: pleasing children who initiated hosting;
#12: providing student as role model for children.
Qi§~Y§§i9D

Although there is no significant difference between
the trained and untrained host families' ratings of goal
importance,

it is interesting to compare the highest and

lowest ranked goals for both trained and untrained host
families.

The following discussion shows that there is

a strong tendency to rank Cultural Awareness goals as
important and a strong tendency to rank goals addressing
Intra-family Needs lower in importance by both trained
and untrained host families.

Collapsing the data of the

highest and lowest goals into the two groups of Cultural
Awareness and Intra-family goals,
significant

t-tests report a

<p=.000) statistical difference between the

means of the two groups of goals was found.

Host families

rate Cultural Awareness goals higher than goals which
address Intra-family Needs.

The following discussion

explains the data supporting this finding.
Examining the goals that were reported as having the
highest importance,

10 of the 43 were rated by either group

to have a mean of nearly 5 or above on the anchored seveninterval scale in the questionnaire <see Table II>.
Examination of the data reveals the tendency in both groups
of host families towards rating goals which emphasize
cultural awareness at a higher level of importance.

Seven of
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the ten goals rated as having greater importance emphasize
cultural awareness;

none of the ten goals address

intra-family needs.
listed below.

The 10 goals of greater importance are

The first seven goals represent the cultural

awareness category.
High-rated goals emphasizing Cultural ANareness:
#2: having children interact with a representative of
another culture;
#3:

interacting with a representative of a specific
culture;

#4: sharing the family's lifestyle;
#23: having an educational experience from hosting;
#24: achieving understanding of another culture;
#36: showing American values and way of life;
#39: having a personal

intercultural experience.

Additional high-rated goals:
#19: furthering the guest's personal development;
#21: having fun;
#38: putting religious principles into practice.
Overall, this finding begins to identify host family
goals that influence the reasons why American families
participate in exchange programs.

Chapter IV presents this

finding as an area for further research and compares this
study's findings with Fisher-Moore's (1989) concurrent host
family goal research.
It is interesting to note that Bennett (1985) supports
cultural awareness development as a highly rated goal
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far exchange participants.

She demonstrates in her

assessment of intercultural exchange goals within the
Northwest Interinstitutianal Council an Study Abroad
consortium that "Understanding other cultures" rated as the
most important goal for both agency and student participants
alike.

Participants acknowledged developing "Cultural

self-awareness" as having third greatest significance.
Intercultural exchange participants consistently rate highly
the importance of goals which address cultural awareness.
On the other end of the continuum,

there is also an

interesting commonality in the 18 of the 43 goals which were
rated by either group to have a mean rating of 3 or less on
the seven point scale presented in the questionnaire (see
Tab 1 e

I I> .

Six of these unimportant goals are

classified by bath groups as goals which meet intra-family
needs;

two are classified as emphasizing cultural awareness.

Even one of the goals classified as cultural awareness,
Goal #37:

"To develop friends and supporters for the

American way of life by giving persons from other countries
a better understanding of our political system",

though

marked as dependent upon cultural difference, could have
been rated as having low importance because it was
interpreted to invalidate or discount other cultures by
promoting the American cultural perspective rather than
celebrating cultural difference and awareness.
which were rated as unimportant include:

The 18 goals
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Low-rated goals meeting Intra-faaily Needs:
#6: strengthening the host marriage;
#8: parenting a boy or girl;
#9: re-establishing youth contact;
#10: providing companionship for children;
#11: pleasing children who initiated hosting;
#12: providing student as role model for children.

Low-rated goals emphasizing Cultural ANareness:
#28: sensitizing guest to cultural

identity;

#37: developing support for American politics.

Additional low-rated goals:
#13: adding to family income;
#14: providing household help;
#15: adding childcare for own child;
#16: establishing travel contact;
#20: re-living a personal exchange experience;
#25: practicing a foreign language;
#29:

learning about personal heritage;

#30: sharing community hosting experience;
#32: gaining community recognition;
#43: aiding a less developed culture/society.
The above data suggests that these goals may have
less influence upon host family decisions for participating
in intercultural exchange.
Summarizing the finding concerning the rating of
importance of goals,

both trained and untrained host
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TABLE II
COMPARATIVE RATINGS OF MOST AND LEAST IMPORTANT
GOALS BY TRAINED WITH UNTRAINED HOST FAMILIES
Trained
Mean
SD

Goal

Untrained
Mean
SD

*

HIGH RATED GOALS (equal to or greater than 5>:

2 Children interact with guest
3 Interact with specific guest
4 Share family's lifestyle
19 Develop guest personally
21 Have fun
23 Educate self
24 Understand another culture
36 Show American values/way of life
38 Practice religious principles
39 Experience intercul. exchange

4.96
5.00
5.83
5.71
5.00
5.47
5.67
5.03

1.56
1.60
0.89
0.92
1.25
0.87
0.96
1.69
6. 1 7 0. 87
5.56 1.07

5.57
4.73
5.60
5.25
5.35
5. 15
5. 40

5.05
4.08
5. 73

1.29
0.97
0.77
1.80
1.34
1. 28
1. 21
1.54
2.54
1 . 12

CA
CA
CA

0.59
1.62
2.83
1.59
1. 85
1.94
0. 14
0.22

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

CA
CA
CA
CA

LOW RATED GOALS <equal to or less than 3>:
6 Strengthen marriage
8 Experience parenting boy or girl

9 Re-establish youth contact
10 Companionship for children
11 Please children
12 Positive role model for children
13 Add to family income
14 Provide household help
15 Add childcare for own child
16 Establish travel contact
20 Re-live exchange experience
25 Practice foreign language
28 Sensitize guest to cul. identity
29 Learn about heritage
30 Share community hosting
32 Gain community self-recognition
37 Develop support for politics
43 Aid less developed society

2.17
2.88
2.83
2.19
2.07
2.67
0.93
1. 06
1.00
2.39
1. 64
3.14
3. 1 7

1.08
3.64
1 . 78
2.67
2.50

1.13
2.00
1.86
1.10
1.54
1.44
0.26
0. 1 7

0.35
1.41
1 . 21
1.74
1. 26
0.78
1.77
1 . 11
1.36
1.96

1.33
2.63
4.00
2.23
1. 96
2.75
0. 96
1.05
1.00
2.95
3.44
2.90
2.68
1. 29
2.90
2.29
2.45
2.00

o.oo

1.86
2.85
1.63
1.94
1. 57
1.73
1.64
1.69
1.57

CA

CA

*IF:

Intra-family acts as a generic term which groups goals
that address strengthening the family relationship
regardless of the fact that the guest is an
intercultural representative.

*CA:

Cultural awareness denotes cultural difference as a
dynamic component of the goal.
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families rank Cultural Awareness goals significantly more
important than Intra-family Needs goals.

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF GOALS
Results
------This facet of the study examines interculturally
trained and untrained host families' perceived level of
goal accomplishment.
2.

Do host families who receive intercultural

training report the level of accomplishment of their goals
differently than host families who do not receive
intercultural training?
Table III displays the means, standard deviations
and significance levels of difference for the trained and
untrained host families' ratings evaluating the level of
accomplishment of the 43 goals on the questionnaire.

One

goal "To put your religious principles into practice"

(#38)

tested significant <p=.000).

This statistical effect may be

a result of recruiting host families from church
communities for one of the programs.

Overall,

the results

strongly show that trained host families do not report
their level of goal accomplishment differently than host
families who have not received intercultural training.
2a.

Do host families who receive intercultural

training report the level of accomplishment of goals
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TABLE III
MEAN RATINGS OF GOAL ACCOMPLISHMENT
BY TRAINED AND UNTRAINED GROUPS
Goal

Trained
Mean SD
N=18

Untrained Sig.
Mean SD Level
N=20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

4.83
4.83
4.72
5.58
4.00
2.93
3.42
3.31
4.70
3.88
2.63
3.50
1.23
2. 18
1.56
3. 14
4.67
4.48
5.12
2. 41
5.33
4. 18
5.50
5.22
2.75

4.30
4.93
4.73
5. 63
3.92
1.63
4.42
3. 19
5.25
3.58
2. 12
3.75
0 . 91
1 . 53
1.23
3.63
4 . 38
3. 87
4.88
3.19
5.53
4.35
5.33
4.78
2.78
3.90
4.35
2. 92
0.79
3.48
4.37
2. 61
4.40
3. 68
3.65
4. 73
2.15
3.43
5.38
4.00
3.88
4.33
2.08

Establish long-term relationship
Children interact with guest
Interact with other cultures
Share family's lifestyle
Bring family closer
Strengthen marriage
Experience parenting
Experience parenting boy or girl
Re-establish child/youth care
Companionship for children
Please children
Positive role model for children
Add to family income
Provide household help
Add childcare for own child
Establish travel contact
Develop personally
Develop family personally
Develop guest personally
Re-live exchange experience
Have fun
Satisfy hosting curiosity
Educate self
Understand another culture
Practice foreign language
Help guest learn English
Aid guest's ed. development
Sensitize guest to cul. identity
Learn about heritage
Share community hosting
Help program coordinator
Gain community self-recognition
Risk unpredictable challenge
Change family views of cultures
Get guest's percept'n of America
Show American values/way of life
Develop support for politics
Practice religious principles
Experience intercul. exchange
Get knowledge for human welfare
Guest's knowledge-human welfare
Promote intern'l goodwill/peace
Aid a less developed society

4. 1 7

4.42
3.28
1 • 21
3. 81
5. 21
2. 31
4.25
4.03
4.78
4.83
2.61
5.58
5.47
4.53
4. 19
4.56
2.30

1.46
1.80
1.48
0.96
1.65
1.67
2.85
2.28
2.02
1.48
2.08
2.48
0.90
1 . 44
0.90
1. 48
1.40
1.65
1.15
1. 83
1.64
2. 06
0.96
1.27
1.50
1 . 28
1.87
1.29
1 • 05
1 . 80
1. 72
1. 24
1.77
1.62
1.31
1.40
1.46
1.02
1.06
1.29
1. 36
1.53
1.76

1.54
1.70
1.39
1 . 31
1.48
0.94
1.93
1 . 93
2.87
2.24
1 . 61
1.78
0 . 20
1 . 34
0.70
1.84
1 . 91
1 . 91
1.62
2.62
1.63
2.42
1.43
1.19
1.56
1.77
1.92
2. 14
0.25
1.82
2.44
1 . 66
1.88
2. 18
1.73
1 . 31
1.43
2.17
1.54
2.03
1.86
1.88
1.64

.282
.884
.995
• 912
.883
.015
.494
. 907
.745
.743
. 586
.781
. 162
. 163
.355
.380
. 598
. 358
.609
.454
.720
.817
.663
.270
.960
.602
.915
. 546
.121
.578
.247
. 540
.802
. 583
.031
. 807
.333
.000
.824
.351
.553
.684
.708
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regarding the development of cultural awareness differently
than families who do not receive intercultural training?
The questionnaire included host family goals which
emphasized cultural awareness.

These denoted cultural

difference as a dynamic component of the goal.

Looking

specifically at these goals that emphasize Cultural
Awareness (noted in Chapter II> there is no difference
reported between trained and untrained host families of
their level of accomplishment.
Discussion

---------Caution is appropriate during this phase of
interpretation due to the tendency of the subjects to

report a lower level of accomplishment for goals they
rated as less important and higher accomplishment for
all goals rated more important.

This may be an accurate

reflection of participants' feelings, but might also be an
artifact of the instrument design (see "Limitations of
Study" in Chapter Four).
Although there is no significant difference in the
reporting of the level of goal accomplishment between
trained and untrained host family groups, there is a
strong commonality in both trained and untrained groups
in reporting a higher level of accomplishment of Cultural
Awareness goals and a
Intra-family goals.

lower level of accomplishment of
T-testing reports a significant

difference Cp=.000> between Cultural Awareness and
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Intra-family goal accomplishment.

The following discussion

explains the data which supports this finding.
Examination of the data shows that 9 of the 43 goals
were perceived by both groups to have a mean of nearly
5 or above on the seven point scale in the questionnaire
<see

Tab 1 e IV > •

Looking at these goals which are rated as

highly accomplished,

there is a tendency by both groups of

host families towards rating Cultural Awareness goals at a
higher level of accomplishment.

Four of the nine goals

which report a high level of accomplishment emphasize
cultural awareness;

one of the nine goals addresses

intra-family needs.

The nine goals reported at a higher

level of accomplishment are listed below.

The first four

goals represent the cultural awareness category.

High level of accomplishment--CUltural ANareness goals:
#4: sharing the family's lifestyle;
#23: having an educational experience by hosting;
#24: achieving understanding of another culture;
#39: having a personal intercultural experience.

High level of

acco.aplish.ent~Intra-fa.ily

Needs goals:

#9: re-establishing youth contact.

High level of

accomplish11ent~additional

goals:

#19: furthering the guest's personal development;
#21: having fun;
#31: helping program coordinator;
#38: putting religious principles into practice.
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Overall, these goals may suggest what goals are
perceived by host families to be accomplished by
participating in an exchange program.

It is interesting

to note that Lowe, Askling, and Bates (1984) suggest that
one of four

impacts of intercultural exchange is increased

interest and understanding of cultural difference.

Goals

which address cultural awareness would seem to support such
an impact.
Two of the goals rated as low in accomplishment (3 or
less by either group on the anchored seven-interval scale)
are classified as intra-family and two are classified as
emphasizing cultural awareness (see Table IV).
important to note that Goal #37,

It is

"To develop friends and

supporters for the American way of life by giving persons
from other countries a better understanding of our political
system",

though marked as dependent upon cultural difference,

could have been rated as having a lower level of
accomplishment because it was interpreted to counter
cultural awareness.

If so,

its rating emphasizes the higher

reporting of accomplishing goals which consider cultural
awareness.

The 12 goals which are reported at a lower

level of accomplishment include:

Low level of

accomplish.ent~Intra-fa•ily

#6: strengthening the host marriage;
#11: pleasing children.

Needs goals:
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LoN level of accomplishmient--CUltural ANareness goals:
#28: sensitizing guest to cultural

identity;

#37: developing support for American politics.

Low level of

accomplishaent~additional

goals:

#13: adding to family income;
#14: providing household help;
#15: providing childcare for own children;
#20: re-living a personal exchange experience;
#25: practicing foreign language;
#29:

learning about personal heritage;

#32: gaining community self-recognition;
#43: aiding a less developed culture/society.
The above data may suggest what goals are not perceived by
host families to be accomplished.

Table IV displays the

ratings of goal accomplishment by trained and untrained
hosts.
Summarizing, both trained and untrained host families
strongly report a higher level of accomplishment for goals
which emphasize Cultural Awareness compared to goals which
address Intra-family Needs.
ASSOCIATION OF GOALS AND INTERCULTURAL TRAINING
8§2~1~§

The final phase of data analysis explored if there
was an association between host family goals and
intercultural training.

The design looked at the goals
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within each of the trained and untrained host family groups
and evaluated to what extent the data showed a relationship

between the importance of goals and the reported level of
accomplishment of the goals.

This procedure was implemented

TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE RATINGS OF MOST AND LEAST ACCOMPLISHED
GOALS BY TRAINED WITH UNTRAINED
Trained
Mean
SD

Goal

Untrained
Mean
SD

*

HIGH RATED GOALS (equal to or greater than 5>:
4 Share family's

lifestyle

9 Re-establish child/youth care
19 Develop guest personally

21
23
24
31
38
39

Have fun
Educate self
Understand another culture
Help program coordinator
Practice religious principles
Experience intercul. exchange

5.58
4.70
5.12
5.33
5.50
5.22
5. 21
5.58
5.47

0.96
2.02
1.15
1.64
0.96
1.27
1. 72
1.02
1.06

5. 63
5.25
4.88
5.53
5.33

1 . 31
2.87

1.62
1.63
1.43

4.78 1.19

CA
IF
CA
CA

4.37 2.44
3.43 2.17

5.38 1.54

CA

1.63 0.94
2.12 1.61
0.91 0.20
1 . 53 1. 34
1.23 0.70
3. 19 2. 62
2.78 1.56
2.92 2.14
0.79 0.25

IF

LOW RATED GOALS (equal to or less than 3):
6 Strengthen marriage
11 Please children

13
14
15
20
25
28

29
32
37

43

Add to family income
Provide household help
Add childcare for own child
Re-live exchange experience
Practice foreign language
Sensitize guest to cul. identity
Learn about heritage
Gain community self-recognition
Develop support for politics
Aid a less developed society

2.93 1.67
2.63 2.08
1.23 0.90
2. 18 1. 44
1.56 0.90
2. 41 1 . 83
2.75 1.50

3.28
1 . 21
2. 31
2. 61
2.30

1.29
1 . 05

1. 24
1 . 46

2. 61 1. 66
2.15 1.43

1.76

2.08 1.64

IF

CA
CA

*IF:

Intra-family acts as a generic term which groups goals
that address strengthening the family relationship
regardless of the fact that the guest is an
intercultural representative.

*CA:

Cultural awareness denotes cultural difference as a
dynamic component of the goal.
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to examine if trained host families would report a
relationship between importance and accomplishment of goals

differently from untrained host families.

In other words,

it explored to what extent intercultural training could be
associated with a relationship between goal

importance and

accomplishment.
A second analysis looked specifically at the
goals which were rated as most important by the trained
and untrained host families to examine if the correlation
between importance and accomplishment differed between the
trained and untrained families for these important goals.
3

& 3a:

To what extent is there a relationship

between trained host family ratings of importance and
ratings of accomplishment of goals?

To what extent is

there a relationship between untrained host family
ratings of importance and ratings of accomplishment of
goals?
The relationship between importance and
accomplishment of the goals within each of the trained
and untrained groups is presented in Table V.

The

Pearson Product-Moment Correlation between importance
and accomplishment for the trained host families was
+.6043 CN=lB, p <.004) and the untrained host families was
+.7176 CN=20, p <.000).

The moderately high correlation

for trained host families suggests there is a substantial
relationship between goal

importance and accomplishment and
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the untrained host families' high correlation suggests there
is a marked relationship between goal
accomplishment <Guilford,

1956, p.

importance and

145).

The results show

that untrained host families report a stronger relationship
between the rating of goal

importance and the reported level

of accomplishment than interculturally trained host families.
TABLE V
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN IMPORTANCE
AND ACCOMPLISHMENT OF 43 HOSTING GOALS FOR TRAINED
AND UNTRAINED HOST FAMILIES
Trained
Pearson r <Importance/Accomplishment>
Probability
N

Untrained

+.6043
.004
18

+.7176
.000
20

Table VI displays the Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation coefficients between goal

importance and

accomplishment specifically for the goals trained and
untrained host families rated as highly important <either
group rated the goals to have a mean of nearly 5 or above on
an anchored seven-interval scale on the questionnaire).

The

Pearson Product-Moment Correlation between importance and
accomplishment for the trained host families was +.5926
<N=lB, p <.005) and for the untrained host families was
+.6367 <N=20, p <.001>.

Both groups show a moderate

correlation which suggests there is a substantial
relationship

in both trained and untrained host family

groups between the goals that are rated highly in importance
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and their reported level of accomplishment.

The results do

not support an association between intercultural training
and higher goal accomplishment for goals that are rated
highly important for either for the goals as a whole nor
those rated highly important.

TABLE VI
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN IMPORTANCE AND
ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE MOST IMPORTANT HOSTING GOALS
FOR TRAINED AND UNTRAINED HOST FAMILIES
Trained
Pearson r <Importance/Accomplishment)
Probability

Untrained

+.5926
.005
18

N

+.6367
.001
20

Q!_~~~~~!_Q_Q

Although goal accomplishment and importance are
significantly correlated in both trained and untrained
groups,

the correlation is lower for trained host families

than for untrained ones.

Assuming the difference in

significant correlation is meaningful,

it could be explained

as follows.
If intercultural training developed a high degree of
intercultural awareness and respect for

the complexity and

diversity of culture and cultural values, trained host
families may have evaluated goals as unattainable regardless
of the rating of goal

importance.

The development of

intercultural awareness is congruent with the overall
training goals of intercultural training as stated by
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Clarke <1971>,

" ••• awareness of cultural differences in

terms of values, customs, and behaviors which affect human
relations"

(cited in Pedersen and Hoopes,

1975, p. 90).

And, perhaps families entered into the experience with
Hanvey's (1979) assumption that contact does not
automatically lead to understanding but that "There must be
readiness to respect and accept, a capacity to participate.
That participation must be reinforced by rewards that matter
to the participant"

<p. 51

>.

If the trained host families

realized that effective intercultural

interaction requires a

capacity to acknowledge cultural difference in all aspects
of human relations,

then their reporting of rewarding

accomplishment may have been dependent upon attaining
sophisticated patterns of interaction regardless of the
level of goal

importance.

It is interesting to note that both groups of host
families similarly report a substantial association between
importance and accomplishment of the ten most important
goals <see Table VI>.
important,

Even though goals are rated to be

the association between goal

reported level of accomplishment for

importance and the

interculturally

trained host families does not differ from the association
reported by untrained families.

Apparently,

if goals are

highly rated in importance, host families in general tend
to report a similar level of accomplishment.

The results

do not support an association between intercultural
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training and higher goal accomplishment for goals rated
highly important.
SUMMARY
This chapter has presented and discussed the results
of the study which investigated the importance and
accomplishment of host family goals and explored if goals
and intercultural training are interrelated.
The first phase of the data analysis (frequency
testing> examined which goals were rated as important.

Ten

goals held a higher degree of importance for the two groups
and 18 goals were rated of less importance.

Similarly, the

data were analyzed to determine which goals were perceived
to have been accomplished.

Nine goals were rated of higher

accomplishment and 12 goals were rated of lower
accomplishment.
The second phase of the data analysis <t-tests>
checked the degree of djfference between trained and
untrained perceptions of importance and accomplishment.
Results established that there was virtually no significant
statistical difference between the importance of goals
of the two groups, nor was there a significant statistical
difference between the level of accomplishment of goals of
the two groups.

Neither intra-family or cultural awareness

goals showed difference within the two groups but both groups
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reported that goals which emphasized cultural awareness were
rated overall

to be more important.

The third phase of data analyis <Pearson ProductMoment Correlation> assessed association of importance and
accomplishment within each of the trained and untrained
host family groups.

Untrained host families show a stronger

relationship between goal importance and the reported level
of goal accomplishment.

Looking specifically at the goals

which both groups rated to have high importance, both groups
reported a substantial association between goal
and the level of goal accomplishment.

importance

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This final chapter includes implications of the study
as a whole for host family programs and intercultural
training for host family programs,

limitations of the study,

and directions for future research.

IMPLICATIONS FOR HOST FAMILY PROGRAMS
To the best of the author's knowledge this is one of
the first studies (along with Fisher-Moore's research>
which investigates goals of host families from the host's
perspective, not the agency's perspective.

Ten goals were

reported by host families to have a high degree of
importance:
having children interact with a representative of
another culture;
interacting with a representative of a specific
culture;
sharing the family's lifestyle;
- furthering the guest's personal development;
- having fun;
- having an educational experience by hosting;
achieving understanding of another culture;
showing American values and way of life;
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putting religious principles into practice;
having a personal intercultural experience
(see Chapter IV:

Future Research for comparison of Fisher-

Moore data regarding goals perceived to be important by rural
host families>.
Host family program directors may use this information
as a guide to recruit host families.

No longer must

intercultural exchange be dependent upon attempting to align
host family reasons with documented organizational
objectives to encourage participation.

Goals perceived by

host families to hold importance have been identified.
Furthermore, the study distinguished which of the goals
emphasized cultural awareness to be the influencing factor
for participation in contrast to intra-family needs goals.
This offers a selective recruiting factor

if predetermined

by the program that a cultural awareness emphasis embraces
quality host families.
The emphasis upon cultural awareness is also supported
by Lowe, Askling, and Bates <1984) who report that an
increased interest in and understanding of cultural
difference are dimensions of impact of international
exchange.

Knowing that international contact encourages

exploration of cultural difference and that host families
ascribe importance to goals concerning cultural awareness,
host family programs may now promote the hosting experience
as meeting this host family desire.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERCULTURAL TRAINING OF HOST FAMILIES
Results of the study did not support that training
host families correlates with a higher level of goal
accomplishment or a statistically significant difference in
the importance of goals than for untrained host families.
The study suggests that 1>

it may be inappropriate to market

intercultural training to host families or exchange programs
upon the premise that host family satisfaction will be
increased.

2> Nor should it be assumed that host families'

goals can easily be molded by a brief period of training.
Improving host families' goal satisfaction or influencing
goal expectations does not appear to offer a training format
objective.
Bennett <1985> and Triandis <1977) advocate that the
participants' goals of an exchange program as well as the
organization's goals should be considered by the
intercultural trainer when developing training.

The results

of this study begin to identify goals for participation.
While incorporating the training content and objectives that
intercultural

literature prescribe, trainers may want to

look at host family goals.

Bennett

(1985) states,

Even if a trainer can only minimally assess these
goals informally at the beginning of a brief program,
recognition of the audience's needs is a minimal
prerequisite to a successful multidimensional training
program. <p. 204)
The research design deliberately did not pre-assess host
family goals to prevent aligning the training content
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to emphasize particular goals which may have distorted
the data.
This subject will be further addressed in suggestions
for future research when the discussion concerning
intercultural training extends beyond goal importance and
accomplishment.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Typical to research,

this investigation displayed

certain limitations in regard to the research design, the
evaluation process, and the testing instrument.
In regard to the research design,

it would have

enhanced statistical clean entrance if the two host family
groups had not been pre-selected and recruited by separate
program directors.
selection.

This brings into question the sample

A pre- and post-test questionnaire could have

established commonality between the two groups to check for
an influential recruitment effect.
Neither did the study investigate if intercultural
training changes goals.

A pre-test of both the trained and

untrained groups to establish goals prior to training would
have been instructive.

Similarly, a test was not

conducted before the hosting experience itself to establish
the pre-experience hosting goals.

A third factor to be taken

into consideration is that the families may have already had
their goals in mind before they were invited to the training.
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Training families and then randomly selecting from the
families to host and participate in the research may have
resulted in different responses to the instrument.
The research design did not account for the families
who chose not to participate.

Complete anonymity and

voluntary participation prevented conducting follow-up
to inquire if discouraged or dissatisfied families
completed the questionnaire.

Goal

identification and

satisfaction may have been reported and rated according to a
positive experience.

All but two of the families who

participated in the research stated that they would readily
host in the future.
The issue of randomization can be discussed by
examining the ethical

implications of not training a

group of the host families.

Triandis <1977) suggests that

there are situations when randomization is not possible.
This particular study was initiated after host families had
been recruited for one of the programs, eliminating the
possibility of requiring training.
Another factor regarding sample reliability lies in
sample size.

Cohen <1977> states,

Moreover and most important whatever else sample
reliability may be dependent upon, it always
depends upon the size of the sample ... as is
intuitively obvious, increases in sample size
increase statistical power, the probability of
detecting the phenomenon under test. <p. 7)
It could be argued that the sample sizes of 18 and 20 were
not large enough for difference to be detected by t-testing.
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Minimal trends may have existed between the two groups but
were not statistically identifiable due to small sample

size.
The small sample size may also have influenced the
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation results.
and Berryman-Fink

Tucker, Weaver,

C1981> suggest that correlation studies

have one major shortcoming--the sample size is too small.
Suggesting that "it is a matter of empirical fact,
large amount of error tends to occur
hundred subjects should be included"

a

a minimum of two
Cp.

193).

To

validate the high degree of correlation between goal
importance and accomplishment for both trained and untrained
groups,

the study should be replicated using a much larger

sample size.
Another factor which may have increased the problem of
small sample size was the decision to collapse spouses
together as a family unit.

The advantage of this procedure

was to really deal with families,

not individuals.

But the

disadvantage was that different spouse's reactions were lost;
collapsed averages may have masked some significant
correlations, and the sample size was reduced.
Reviewing the evaluation process,
limitations, suggests that the total
researcher as program coordinator,
challenges optimal research.

the second issue of

involvement of the

trainer and evaluator

Perhaps this explains why
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one of the most accomplished goals perceived by the trained
host family group was "helping the program coordinator".
Bennett (1985) suggests that training pushes beyond
orientation and entertains a skills approach which addresses
behavioral goals.

However, such behavioral goals were not

evaluated in this study which included intercultural
training.

The process of identifying and evaluating host

family goals was dependent upon a questionnaire which did
not emphasize measurable behavior.

Nor did pre-determined

training goals interplay within the design to directly
influence particular behavior.

Lacking the behavioral

component limited the scope of the evaluation of this
research <see "Directions for Future Research"

in this

chapter).
The third issue among limitations addresses the
testing instrument,
Questionnaire.

the Fisher-Moore Host Family Goals

Reviewing the instrument,

raises two questions of design.

the researcher

First, the instrument

structured certain questions utilizing the five goals
identifying the general nature of the sponsoring
organizations over the last forty years as assessed by the
Committee on Education Interchange Policy of the Institute
of International Education.

Part of the original wording

was used which represents language structure common to
their respective decade.

As one subject commented,

"I

found some of the questions in this questionnaire difficult
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to understand.

I wasn't sure if I was interpreting them

correctly."
Secondly, particular questions on the questionnaire
which addressed the issue of cultural awareness might have
been interpreted differently by the subjects.

If subjects

interpreted particular questions which addressed cultural
awareness to advocate goals that did not acknowledge and
validate cultural difference,
having lower importance.

they may have rated them as

For instance, the question "To

develop friends and supporters for the American way of life
by giving persons from other cultures a better understanding
of our political system" might have been seen as ethnocentric
rather than supportive of cultural awareness.
The order of the importance and accomplishment
components of each question also merits investigation.
Would different results have occurred if the accomplishment
issue had been asked prior to the importance?

As

Chapter III reports, a general trend for rating the level
of accomplishment lower to correspond to the lower perceived
importance rating brings into question what antecedents
cause people to respond.

Two subjects commented:

I wasn't sure if I was interpreting them
correctly and had some problems with the
'accomplishment' part.
I found the questionnaire a little vague when I
needed to respond to a question which indicated
a goal I hadn't considered •.. had a problem
answering Part B <accomplishment) of those
questions.
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DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Several implications for future research can be
derived from this research.
L~~Qtlf l~~tl~Q ~f ~~~l~

Reviewing the procedures raises the question:

What is

the most strategic research design which effectively
identifies goals and measures accomplishment?

The preceding

discussion which identifies limitations suggests that a
pre-training and pre-hosting goal questionnaire could be
given to explore if an impact of intercultural training
and/or an impact of the hosting experience itself influences
goals.
A second factor to consider in the future concerns a
review of the theoretical basis of research.

Hawes (1977)

suggests that communication research is hampered when
theory construction precedes extensive description and
interpretation.

Phenomena must first be identified and

then it can be determined how they came into being and are
maintained.
identified,

Perhaps host family goals first need to be
then to be interpreted on how they developed a

status of importance, and then to be researched to the
causal relationship.
This study has initiated goal
families.

identification of host

Similarly, Fisher-Moore,s <19891 data reveals

that certain host family goals coincide with the present
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study.

Table VII contrasts the means of the most important

goals as distinguished by the Fisher-Moore Host Family Goals

Questionnaire (see Appendix A>.

The results of the

current study are labeled as "Urban Trained and Urban Not
Trained"; the results of the Fisher-Moore study are labeled
as "Rural Not Trained".
Data suggests that nine of the ten most important
goals for both the urban <trained and untrained> and rural
groups coincided.

Both groups rated these goals as being

the most important among the 43 goals listed on the
questionnaire.

They include:

#2:

having children interact with a representative
of another culture;

#3:

interacting with a representative of a specific
culture;

#4:

sharing the family's lifestyle;

#19:

furthering the guest's personal development;

#21:

having fun;

#23:

having an educational experience by hosting;

#24:

achieving understanding of another culture;

#36:

showing American values and way of life;

#39:

having a personal

intercultural experience.

Each study separately distinguished one goal as having
importance.

Goal #38:

"To put your- religious principles

into practice" may be the biased result of recruiting host
families from church communities for the "Urban Ti-ained".
Goal #42:

"To promote international understanding and
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goodwill among the peoples of the world as a contribution to
peace" appears to be perceived as more important only to the

rural host family.

Further research should examine the

recruiting procedures and brochures to determine what
themes were promoted within that program.
Further comparative research could address the issue:
To what extent does a population of host families in an
urban area appear similar to rural host families?
Demographic analysis would clarify the definition of
host family.

B99I§§§lD9 §221§

Q~rlD9

Ir2lDlD9

Now that there is a basis which identifies hosting
goals, research could pursue if there is a difference in
goal accomplishment if the intercultural training
purposefully addressed or verbalized specific hosting goals,
not

just intercultural awareness.

Should the trainer

propose to raise people's consciousness of hosting goals
which correspond to training goals and intercultural
exchange impact?

The current research may have measured

hosting issues that the training did not address.

<By

design, pre-conceived hosting goals were not integrated
into the training format.)
LQt~c~~lt~c~l lc~lQlQq ~ff~~t~

Expanding beyond goal

identification and

acccomplishment, future research may seek to identify other
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TABLE VII
MEAN RATINGS OF MOST IMPORTANT GOALS CONTRASTED AMONG
URBAN AND RURAL HOST FAMILY GROUPS
GOAL

2
3
4
19
21
23
24
36
38
39
42

URBAN*
TRAINED

Children interact with guest
Interact with specifc culture
Share family's lifestyle
Develop guest personally
Have fun
Educate self
Understand another culture
Show American values/way of life
Practice religious principles
Experience intercul. exchange
Promote intern'l goodwill/peace

URBAN** RURAL***
NOT
NOT
TRAINED TRAINED

Mean

Mean

Mean

4.96
5.00
5.83
5.71
5.00
5.47
5.67
5.03
6. 17
5.56
4.75

5.57
4.73
5.60
5.25
5.35
5. 15
5.40
5.05
4.08
5.73
4.38

6. 13
5. 11
5.51
5.35
5.70
5. 13
5.34
5.52
3.78
5.00
5.08

MEAN RATINGS OF MOST ACCOMPLISHED GOALS CONTRASTED
AMONG URBAN AND RURAL HOST FAMILY GROUPS
GOAL

2
3
4
19
21
22
23
24
31
36
38
39
42

URBAN*
TRAINED

Children interact with guest
Interact with specifc culture
Share family's lifestyle
Develop guest personally
Have fun
Satisfy hosting curiosity
Educate self
Understand another culture
Help program coordinator
Show American values/way of life
Practice religious principles
Experience intercul. exchange
Promote intern'l goodwill/peace

URBAN** RURAL***
NOT
NOT
TRAINED TRAINED

Mean

Mean

Mean

4.83
4.72
5.58
5.12
5.33
4.18
5.50
5.22
5.21
4.83
5.58
5.47
4.56

4.93
4.73
5.63
4.88
5.53
4.35
5.33
4.78
4.37
4.73
3.43
5.38
4.33

5.84
5.03
5.56
5.32
5.73
5.00
5.34
5.55
4.35
5.46
3.54
5.00
5.00

*
Urban Trained:
Church oriented host families.
** Urban Not Trained:
Church and non-church host families.
*** Rural Not Trained:
Non-church host families.
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effects of intercultural training.

Triandis <1977> suggests

that evaluation procedures are too restricted in scope,
obtaining measurements on only a few dependent variables.
While looking at major effects, research may miss the
smaller or unusual effects.
considered.

Other questions should be

Do students perceive the experience

differently depending upon whether their host family was
trained?

Was it a more pleasant and satisfying experience

for the student?

This design would require the student

to also respond to a questionnaire.

Exchange goals and

the levels of accomplishment could be contrasted and
compared between hosts and hostees.

Maintaining that

the host and intercultural guest experience is not
mutually exclusive, Triandis (1977)
training with formative evaluation.

implicates intercultural
One-shot basis

evaluation of effectiveness needs to extend to include
feedback from both intercultural parties.
Other exploratory issues suggest further
focus upon the host family.

inquiry which

Do interculturally trained

hosts more readily engage in repeated hosting opportunities?
Do they demonstrate differently from untrained hosts the
traits or impact of intercultural exchange alumni as
expressed in literature?

The four dimensions of impact

presented by Lowe, Askling, and Bates <1984)

that could be

researched include increased interest and understanding in
cultural differences, forming of intimate relationships,
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increased concern about world issues, and host participation
in national foreign affairs.

Hammer

<1984) demonstrates an effective usage of the

behavioral observation methodology developed by Ruben (1976)
to explore the effects of intercultural training.

Supporting

Bennett's <1985) suppostion that training involves skills,
further research could utilize behaviorally based indices of
training and hosting goals to measure levels of goal
accomplishment.
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APPENDIX A
FISHER-MOORE HOST FAMILY GOALS QUESTIONNAIRE
Parent/Guardian
P~r~

11

I would like to know how particular goals and objectives
apply to your participation as a host family member in an
international exchange program.
Please answer the following
questions as accurately as you can by circling the
appropriate number on each scale.
Each question has two parts.
Part A asks, "How important
was the following goal or objective to your participation in
the program?"
When answering this part of the question,
consider how you felt before your guest's arrival.
Part B
asks, "To what extent was this goal or objective
accomplished?"
When answering this part of the question,
evaluate how you felt after your guest's departure.
Please
be sure to answer both Part A and Part B of the question.
Example #1:
As a host family member, how important was it
for you:
To establish a long-term relationship with someone from
another culture?
A> not important

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very important

To what extent was this accomplished?
B > not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

When answering this question, a hast mother considered how
she felt ~~f~C~ the exchange visit began.
She had high
hopes for establishing a new and enduring relationship with
her guest.
Her goal was to continue the relationship even
after her guest returned home.
Therefore, she answered
Part A of the question with a~Bf~~r the visit was over, she felt she had established an
enduring relationship with her guest.
They promised to
correspond with each other, and it is possible they might
arrange another visit in the future.
She felt her goal was
accomplished ta a great extent, and therefore she answered
Part B with a 6.

1

<please continue>
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Example #2:
As a host family member, how important was it
for you:
To share your family's lifestyle with someone from
another culture?
A> not important

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very important

7

to a great extent

To what extent was this accomplished
B) not at al 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

When answering this question, a host father thought about how
he felt ~~f~C~ the visit began.
He had hoped that his
foreign guest would want to participate in the many sports
acitivities that his family enjoys.
His family is warm and
out-going, and it was important to him that his visitor share
in their active and informal American lifestyle.
Therefore,
he answered Part A of the question with a I·
However, his guest was not particularly athletic and
preferred to listen to American music, shop in the local
stores and spend quiet time alone.
Bf~§E the visit was over,
the host father was disappointed in his guest's lack of
interest in the family activities and felt that his goal had
hardly been achieved at all.
Therefore he marked Part B of
the question with a ~-

Lt

l~ L~P-~ct~Qt tQ~t ~~~ ~Q~~~c ~LL ~f tQ~ ~~~~tl~Q~ tQ~t

P-~Ct~LQ

t~ ~~~C ~~~CL~Q~~~
If however, a question is not
relevant, leave it unanswered.
Example:
Question #8 asks,
"How important was it for you to experience being parents
because you do not have children of your own?"
If you do
have children of your own, this question does not apply to
your situation and it is not necessary for you to provide an
answer.

I appreciate you taking the time to complete this
questionnaire.
If you have any questions, please feel free
to call me at 368-6171 (Nehalem) for clarification.

2

<please continue)
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l~l~Bf~B§Q~Bh B~hBJJQ~§~Jf§

As a host family member, how important was it for you:
1>

To establish a long-term relationship with someone from
another culture?
A>

not important

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

very important

7

to a great extent

To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

2>

not at all

2

1

3

4

5

6

To allow your children to interact with people from other
cultures?
2
3
4 5 6 7
very important
Al
not important
1
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at all

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

3l To interact on a personal level with someone from a
culture in which you are specifically interested?
A>
not important
1 2
3
4
5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?

B>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

4) To share your family's lifestyle with someone from
another culture?
A)
not important
1 2
3
4 5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

FAMILY ISSUES

I I.

As a host family member, how important was it for you:
5) To bring your family closer together by sharing the
hosting experience?
A>
not important
1 2
3
4 5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl

not at all

2

3

4

5

6

3
(please continue)

7

to a great extent
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II.
6)

FAMILY -----ISSUES
------

(continued .•• >

To strengthen your marriage?
A>
not important
1 2 3 4

5

6

7

very important

7

to a great extent

To what extent was this accomplished?

B>
7>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

To experience being parents because you do not have
children of your own?
A>
not important
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?

8)
8)

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

To experience parenting a girl/boy because you do not
have a daughter/son of your own?
A>
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

9)

not at a 11

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

to a great extent

To have another young person around for a while because
your own children no longer 1 i ve at home?
4
7
1
2
3
5
6
very important
not important
A>
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

10) To provide companionship for your child?
A)
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?

8>

not at al 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

11) To please my child/ren who heard about hosting and wanted
to volunteer?
A)
not important
1 2 3 4 5
6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at a 11

2

3

4

5

6

4

<please continue)

7

to a great extent
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As a host family member, how important was it for you:
12)

To bring a distinctive individual into your home who may
act as a positive role model for your own children?
Al
not important
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl

13)

not at all

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

to a great extent

To have a guest who would add to family income?
very important
4
1
2
3
5
6
7
Al
not important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

14 )

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

To provide additional household help?
4
7
not important
1
2
3
5
6
Al

to a great extent

very important

To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

15l To provide help in taking care of your own children?
1
4
Al
not important
2
3
5
6
7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)
16)

not at a 11

1

2

4

3

5

6

....,
I

to a great extent

To visit your guest's country in the future?
<Acting as
a host family may provide contacts in his or her country.)
Al
not important
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

5

(please continue>

7

to a great extent
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PERSONAL ------FACTORS
--------

IV.

As a host family member, how important was it for you:
17) To further your own personal development?
A)
not important
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

18) To further family members' personal development?
A>
not important
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)
19)

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

To further your guest's personal development?
1
4
7
2
3
5
6
very important
A>
not important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

20)

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

To provide this opportunity for someone else because you
participated in an exchange program yourself?
A> not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very important

6

7

to a great extent

22) To satisfy curiosity about hosting?
A> not important 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

very important

7

to a great extent

8)
21)

not at all

To have fun?
A)
not important

To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

(please continue)
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v.

§Q~fBIJQ~Bb QEEQBI~~lll§~

As a host family member, how important was it for you:
23> To have an educational experience through hosting
someone from another culture?
A>
not important
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

24) To achieve understanding of another culture by bringing
someone into your home who knows about that culture?
A>
not important
1 2
3 4 5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl
25l

not at all

1

2

3

4

c:::;
,_,

6

7

to a great extent

To learn or practice the language of your guest?
5
6
7
very important
4
Al
1
2
3
not important
To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

26) To provide your guest with an opportunity for intensive
foreign language study?
A>
not important
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)
27l

not at al 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

To aid in the educational or professional development of
your guest?
Al

not important

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very important

7

to a great extent

To what extent was this accomplished?
Bl

not at al 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

28> To sensitize your guest to his/her cultural identity?
Al
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at all

4 5 6
7
(please continue)
1

2

3

7

to a great extent

\
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continued . . . >

29) To learn about your own heritage better?
<That is, if
from French ancestry, having a French guest.>
A>
not important
1 2 3 4 5
6
7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at al 1

v.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

~Qtltl~~Ll~ L~~Q~~~tl~~l

As a host family member, how important was it for you:
30) To share the experience of others in the community who
have had a good hosting experience?
A>
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

31> To agree to requests from program coordinators who asked
you to fill in as a host family?
A>
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at al 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

32) To do something that w i 11 allow you to be well thought of
in the community?
5
6
very important
not important
1 2 3 4
7
A>
To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at al 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

8
(please continue)

7

to a great extent
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As a host family member,
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how important was it for you:

33) To do something different, to accept a risky and
unpredictable challenge?
A>
not important
1 2
3
4
5 6 7
very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

34) To provide members of your family with the opportunity to
change their views of people from other cultures?
A>
not important
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
very important

To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

35) To learn about Americans from the perspective of a person
from another culture?
7
1
2
3
4
not important
5
6
very important
A>

To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

36> To show someone from another culture the good things
about your values and the American way of life?
A>
not important
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
very important

To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

37) To develop friends and supporters for the American way of
life by giving persons from other countries a better
understanding of our political system?
A>
not important
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
very important

To what extent was this accomplished?
B>

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

<please continue)

7

to a great extent
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38) To put your religious principles into practice?

A>

not important

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very important

7

to a great extent

To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

39) To have a personal intercultural experience?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
A>
not important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8 >·

not at a 1 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

40) To increase your intercultural knowledge for the general
welfare of humanity?
A>
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

41> To increase you guest's intercultural knowledge for the
general welfare of humanity?
A>
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at a 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

42) To promote international understanding and goodwill among
the peoples of the world as a contribution to peace?
not important
1
2
3 4 5 6 ..., very important
A>
I

To what extent was this accomplished?
8)

not at al 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

to a great extent

43) To provide an opportunity to an individual from a less
developed society who can return and contribute to the
economic, social or political development of their own
country?
Al
not important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important
To what extent was this accomplished?

B>

not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

10

<please continue>

7

to a great extent
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111

Other than those goals mentioned above,

what additional

factors, if any, do you regard as relevant to your
volunteering as a host family for an international exchange
program?

Additional Comments:

11

<please continue)
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CODE NUMBER

.E.§r:j; .!.!.!.l
A.

Please check one:
Host mother
Host sister

Host father
Host brother
Other
B.

Your age:

c.

Last year of school completed:

D.

Your occupation: ---------------------------------------

E.

Number of children in your family:
Living at home during
~~!.~

Q~l!!.~~t~~ ~l~ltl ~~~~[Q~~

E.~1!!.~!.~

~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;~;;;~~~;;~~~;;;~m;;~~~~~;~;;~
F.

How many times have you participated as a host family in
an international exchange program lasting three weeks or
longer? ------From what country/countries did your guest/s come?

Based on your previous experience, would you act as a
host family again? Yes _______ No ______ _
Why? ---------------------------------------------------

12

<please continue>
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G.

Was orientation/training made available to you as a host
family member? Yes _______
No ------Did you participate?

Yes

No

How much time did it involve?
When was it offered?
Before the visit
During the visit
After the visit
What was the content of the training/orientation?

H.

If you were to host again, and orientation/training were
offered, would you participate? Yes ______ No _____ _
Before the visit
During the visit
After the visit
What would you like to see included in these sessions?

I.

Would you like a copy of the results of this study sent
to you?
Yes ------ No _____ _

13
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APPENDIX 8
QUESTIONNAIRE COVER LETTER
Dear Host Family,
During the orientation meeting before your Japanese guest
arrived on your doorstep, I introduced you to the research
that I have been conducting.
Now, I would like to invite you
to participate.
Your participation simply requires you as a host parent to
individually complete the enclosed questionnaire.
Please do
not confer with your spouse, children, or roommate.
I wish
to obtain as many responses as possible and each of your
individual goals are significant.
I am asking only 50
families to participate:
therefore complete data from each
of you is essential to the usefulness of the study.
I assure you complete anonymity.
I will not ask you to
identify yourself.
The number on the questionnaire is only
for follow-up purposes.
Your responses will in no way affect
your future participation in an exchange program.
The purpose of this research is to identify goals and
objectives that are regarded as significant by host families.
This information will be useful in developing orientation and
training programs that will meet the needs of both visitors
and hosts.
Research has never before addressed the host
families' goals.
If you have any questions, please call me at 297-3917 and I
will return your call as soon as I receive your message.
(The Nehalem phone number on the questionnaire is my coresearcher 's).
If you experience problems that are the
result of your participation in this study, please contact
the secretary of the Human Subjects Research and Review
Committee, 303 Cramer Hall, Portland State University (503)
464-3417.
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You will find a stamped, pre-addressed envelope enclosed.
will appreciate receiving your completed questionnaire by
August 31.
I would like to thank you in advance for your assistance
with this project.
Sincerely,
Jan Oehlschlaeger
INTRAX Program Coordinator

I

